INTRODUCTION
To demonstrate the effect of the filter on the measured spike frequency, Figure  3 presents the frequency as a function of filter (a In Figure  4 , long bursts have the same maximum intensity as short bursts t. In Figure  5 Finally, we present in Figure 8 the graph of the ratio of spikes seen with a filter equal to 2 a to that at 0 c versus Cm,x.
The abscissa here reflects the absence of smaller spikes in a profile. If a profile has no small peaks, this ratio will be unity; if most of its spikes are small (i.e., less than 2 _r) then its ratio will be close to zero. As before, there is no evidence for grouping nor the presence of subsets in these data.
CONCLUSIONS
At this stage we see no evidence in burst time profilesthat would suggest that gaunna-ray bursts originate from a small number of distinctly different phenomenological sources. The distributionsof profilecharacteristicsthat we measure, such as spike frequency and spike amplitude, are homogeneous and show no unexpected correlations. We are continuing this line of investigation and will include correlations with other parameters such as spectral hardness. Furthermore, since our algorithm provides us with not only the number of spikes in a profile but also the time between spikes, we will emend the analysis to investigate spike clustering.
